
RAILROAD EMERGENCIES 

 

PURPOSE 
To establish safe operating procedures for railroad emergencies involving trains or the railroad 
right of way. 

 

PROCEDURE  
 

A. Contact Burlington Northern as soon as possible so that they can stop any other rail 
traffic in the area of the incident scene.  

B. Standard Blue Card arrival information transmitted on dispatch frequency. 
C. 360 if possible with attention to: 

• Type of incident (Collision, derailment, equipment failure or fire, wildland) 

• Number and types of cars involved (derailed or damaged) 

• Obvious Fire, Spill or Leak 

• Hazardous cargo placards if noted 

• Immediate exposures (other cars, right of way, structures) 

• Access or staging for responding units 

D. Blue Card follow up transmitted on dispatch frequency. 
 

Safety Considerations and Checklist 
A. Scene perimeter and traffic control (Rail and vehicle) 

B. Cross or operate on tracks with care until all rail traffic confirmed to be stopped 
C. Freight train - possible Haz-Mat incident. 

D. Get waybill from conductor or engineer if safe to enter area. 

E. Request Railroad Representative report to Command Post. 

F. Open line to Haz-Comm/Chem-Trec for product identification assistance. 
Operational Guidelines 

A. Scene Control 

1. Establish perimeter and limit entry access.  

2. Assume potential HazMat involvement and operate accordingly until verified 
B. Additional needs 

1. Additional resource needs (Hazmat, Traffic control, heavy extrication) 

2. Contact with train crew (manifest), retain in command post if not injured 

3.  Full 360 usually difficult – direct another incoming unit to other side of incident 
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C. Medical 

1. Have first medic unit begin triage or patient care. 

2. Determine need for additional transport resources, possible Mutual Aid request. 
3. Secure med-evac helicopter landing zone if needed.  

4. Alert St. Charles per MCI protocol if appropriate.  

D. Haz-Mat  

If present - Develop Immediate Plan of Action 

1. Consider topography for liquid runoff or vapor release.  Consider evacuation 
zones and distances. 

2. Identify Hazardous Substances from a safe distance.  If you Don't Know Don't 
Go. 

3. If spill or release is present activate Haz-Mat team and secure area until their 
arrival. 

4. Consider the need for patient Decon before transport. 

E. Special Resources 

1. Consider the need for Special Rescue Team and response times. 

2. Utilize Railroad Heavy Rescue Equipment and coordinate its use in a unified 
Command structure with the Railroad Representatives. 

 
 
 

 


